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NEW FINAL VERSION ANNOUNCEMENT - just:in
Mac v3.0
2018-05-29 - Georg - in General
WARNING: This version requires a NEW activation code and ALL previously generated codes will NOT work. Please contact TOA
for new activation codes.
WARNING: If you are using AJA video devices, please beware that you have to redo your channel settings. Please contact TOA for
help, if needed.
We are thrilled to announce the final release of just:in MAC v3.0!
This version includes and latest and greatest features developed over the past few months, many of of which came right from your
requests, the users. This major release includes:

Stability and Speed Improvements:

With this version we improved the general stability of our engines and
the user interface. The same time we improved the quality of the resulting image using certain formats.

Singe UI - mixed engine:

There is now a single user interface for Mac and Linux based engines and both kinds
of engines can be controlled using the same UI. Using Linux engine only it is even possible to control the same engine from
several user interfaces concurrently.

Integrated live:cut:

live:cut now is integrated into the just:in user interface and is not a separate application any
more even it still requires its own license.

Three diﬀerent channel views:

In addition to the channel view with and without Inspector there is now a
single channel view which has always the Inspector opened.

Improved Timecode:

The Timecode shown for each channel has been improved by adding a transparent
background and the use of a new font.

Improved Audio Bars:

The Audio Bars have been reworked completely following a more traditional look and feel.
In addition a per track peak indicator has been added.

Improved readability of Inspector Elements:

Using a new font as well as changing the color scheme
improved the readability of all Inspector elements. In addition, editable text elements are now highlighted.

Improved Naming Conventions: Conﬁgurable ﬁle counters as well as naming conventions which are checked
for logical errors improve the ﬂexibility and usability of ﬁle naming conventions.

Scaling of User Interface Elements:

The user interface elements now scale automatically depending on the
screen size, the size of the window and the number of channels viewed.

Resizing of the User Interface:

The User Interface can now be resized independent of the status of the

Inspector.

Support for H.265/HEVC:

Depending on the hardware used for encoding, it is now possible to use H.265/HEVC

compression in a MOV container.

Improved Schedule Mode: You can now choose any available calendar, which is added to the macOS Calendar
application on the engine machine as calendar for the schedule mode. Therefore you can use any iCloud, Gmail or other
calendar for schedule events for just:in and you are not limited to the local generated calendar any more.
Please read the Release Notes for more information.
The new version can be downloaded here: DOWNLOAD

